This paper studies the average complexity on the number of comparisons for sorting algorithms. Its information-theoretic lower bound is n lg n − 1.4427n + O(log n). For many efficient algorithms, the first n lg n term is easy to achieve and our focus is on the (negative) constant factor of the linear term. The current best value is −1.3999 for the MergeInsertion sort. Our new value is −1.4106, narrowing the gap by some 25%. An important building block of our algorithm is "two-element insertion," which inserts two numbers A and B, A < B, into a sorted sequence T . This insertion algorithm is still sufficiently simple for rigorous mathematical analysis and works well for a certain range of the length of T for which the simple binary insertion does not, thus allowing us to take a complementary approach with the binary insertion.
Introduction
A majority of existing sorting algorithms, including Bubble sort, Quick sort, Heap sort, Merge sort and Insertion sort, are so-called comparison-based sorts, in which our basic operation is a comparison of two input numbers. The complexity in terms of this measure, the number of comparisons needed to obtain a sorted sequence, is an obvious lower bound of the running time of the algorithm. Thus it has been a popular research topic in TCS to investigate its upper and lower bounds for several sorting algorithms. Note that any sorting algorithm for n elements can be described as a binary decision tree having n! leaves corresponding to all different permutations of the n elements. The number of comparisons to obtain one of them is the number of nodes on the path from the root to the leaf corresponding to the sequence. Therefore we have an obvious lower bound, called an information-theoretic lower bound. Namely, any sorting algorithm needs lg n! ≈ n lg n − 1.4427n + O(log n).
comparisons in the worst case.
Usually it is not very hard to obtain an upper bound of n lg n. For instance, consider the BinaryInsertion sort that increases the length of the sorted sequence one by one using binary insertion. Obviously we have n − 1 steps and each of them consists of at most lg n comparisons (and much less for most of the steps). Thus our interest naturally comes to the constant factor for the linear term in n. Unfortunately, however, its analysis does not seem so easy and our knowledge is quite limited. For instance, it is at most −0.91 for Merge (and similar other) sort [5, 12] and the current best one is −1.32 for MergeInsertion sort obtained by Ford and Johnson more than five decades ago [3] .
Our interest in this paper is the average-case complexity on the number of comparisons, which should be easier to obtain than the worst-case complexity. In fact we do have a number of better results; −1.26 for Merge sort [5] , −1.38 for BinaryInsertion sort, and most recently −1.3999 for MergeInsertion sort [2] . Notice that 1.3999 is some 96.98% of 1.4427, but there still exists a gap and seeking the exact bound for this fundamental problem should be an important research goal.
Our Contribution We achieve 1.4034 by a new algorithm (1,2)Insertion. Furthermore it is shown that the constant is improved to −1.4106 by combining the new algorithm with the MergeInsertion sort. Thus we have narrowed the previous gap between 1.3999 and 1.4427 by some 25%. Our new algorithm is based on binary insertion. Recall that the BinaryInsertion sort repeats a binary insertion of a new item into a sorted sequence of length i − 1 for i = 2 to n. Here the performance of binary insertion itself is optimal because it constitutes an optimal decision tree of height lg i . However, if i is not a power of two, this tree is not completely balanced, i.e., there is a difference of one comparison due to the position of the inserted element. This small difference in each step accumulates during the repeated steps and finally creates a large imbalance. This is the reason for its relatively poor performance.
Our idea is to use a binary insertion if i is close to a power of two and to use what we call a "two-element merge," or 2Merge otherwise. 2Merge merges a two-element sequence (A, B), A < B, with a sorted sequence T of length i − 2 to obtain a sorted sequence of length i. We first insert A using a kind of binary search, meaning A is compared with an element in T whose position is approximately 1/3 from the smallest. If A falls into the first third of T , then we use a standard (with a bit of care) binary search, called right-heavy binary search or RHBS. The key thing here is that the original "bad" i changes to a "good" i in this binary insertion. If A falls into the right part of T , we simply recurse. Then, we insert B into T by using a standard binary search. Thus we can reduce the imbalance of each step of insertion, which contributes to the better bound for the whole sorting.
Due to [2] , the performance of MergeInsertion differs a lot for different n and it hits a best peak when n is about one third from the previous power-of-two number, which achieves around −1.415. This is much better than our (1,2)Insertion (but, unfortunately, it quickly gets worse as n leaves the best position and ends up with −1.3999 for a roughly power-of-two n). Thus here is a natural idea: For a given sequence X of length n that is bad for MergeInsertion, select the largest value n that is less than n and is good for MergeInsertion. Then we use MergeInsertion sort for a length n subsequence of X and insert the remaining elements using (1,2)Insertion, which in fact gives us −1.4106.
Related Work The idea of inserting two elements into a sorted sequence is not new. [4] and [13] claimed two exactly optimal algorithms for such a merge operation in terms of the worst-case complexity [4] and in terms of the average-case complexity [13] . Unfortunately, both algorithms are a bit involved and their performance analysis did not give closed formulas for the complexity. Our 2Merge is probably not exactly optimal, but is sufficiently simple for rigorous mathematical analysis.
The analysis of the BinaryInsertion sort by Edelkamp and Weiß [2] gives many hints to our new analysis. They show that the average number of comparisons is
for a single insertion and is
< n lg n − 1.386n
for the entire BinaryInsertion sort, where p n = n 2 lg n is a parameter indicating the deviation from a power of two. Edelkamp and Weiß [2] also includes a nice survey on this topic.
Although we have few results on the worst-case complexities for asymptotically large n, we do have a rather rich literature for small n's. For instance, the information-theoretic bound (actually its ceiling) cannot be achieved by any comparison-based sorting for 12 ≤ n ≤ 15. The MergeInsertion sort achieves a matching upper bound for 1 ≤ n ≤ 15, but n = 16 is still open, namely there is a gap of one between the lower and upper bounds (45 and 46, resp.) for the exact number of necessary comparisons. It is also known that MergeInsertion is not optimal for some n's, for instance, for n = 47. See [1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14] for these results.
Notations and Assumptions. Our sorting algorithm takes a sequence of all different n elements as input. An average complexity (or simply complexity) of a sorting algorithm Alg is the expected number of comparisons Alg executes to sort each of n! different sequences of length n. Note that the complexity of all sorting algorithms in this paper is written as n lg n + cn + O(log n) for some negative constant c. It is important to mention that the value of c, that is our main issue, periodically changes depending on n usually and we are interested in its worst (largest) value for asymptotically large n, unless otherwise stated. We exploit the O(log n) term to make analysis simpler. In particular we assume, without loss of generality, that n is always even throughout this paper. Also, when summing up a cost function f (i) for i = 1 to n, an O(1/i) term in f is not important. For notation, we write x = y ± z if |x − y| < z, where z may be a big-O notation like x = y ± O(z). We may denote a sequence of one element (s 1 ) by simply s 1 .
Our Algorithm and Its Analysis
See Algorithms 1, 2 and 3. The main algorithm is Algorithm 1. Note that Algorithm 2 is improved in the next section and Algorithm 1 is combined with MergeInsertion in Section 4. For a given sequence S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n−1 , s n ) with an even n, (1,2)Insertion works in Round 0, Round Algorithm 1 (1,2)Insertion(S) Input: A (unsorted) sequence S = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ), where n is even. Output: Sorted sequence
Step 1: If n = 2, then sort (s 1 , s 2 ) with a single comparison.
Step 2: Sort S = (s 1 , ..., s n−2 ) by (1,2)Insertion to obtain T .
Step 3: If p n ∈ [0.5511, 0.888] then insert s n−1 and s n into T by calling 2Merge(s n−1 , s n , T ). Otherwise insert s n−1 into T by RHBS and then s n by RHBS.
Algorithm 2 2Merge(A, B, T )
Input: A and B are numbers and T = (t 1 , t 2 , ..., t i−2 ) is a sorted sequence such that i is even and i ≥ 4. Output: Sorted sequence of length i.
Step 1. Compare A and B and swap them if A > B.
Step 2. Let α(r) = 1 − 2 −r/2 . For r = 1, 2, . . . , up to 2 lg i, compare A with t α(r)i and go to Step 3 if A < t α(r)i .
Step 3. Insert A to (t α(r−1)i + 1, . . . , t α(r)i − 1) using RHBS. Suppose that A falls between t and t +1 .
Step 4. Insert B to (t +1 , . . . , t i−2 ) using RHBS.
Algorithm 3 RHBS(A, T )
Input: A is a number and T = (t 1 , t 2 , ..., t i ) is a sorted sequence. Output: Sorted sequence of length i + 1.
Step
Step 2. Let T 1 = (t 1 , . . . , t d−1 ) and T 2 = (t d+1 , . . . , t i ).
Step 3. Compare A with
2, ... up to Round n − 2. In Round 0, s 1 and s 2 are sorted by a single comparison to make a sorted sequence T 0 of length two. In Round i, s i+1 and s i+2 are inserted into T i−2 obtained in Round i − 2 by using (i) a single call of 2Merge or (ii) two calls of RHBS, depending on the value i. Recall that we wish to obtain the average complexity for all different n! sequences, in other words, we wish to obtain the expected number of comparisons assuming that each S appears uniformly at random. It then turns out that we can also assume that the position of s i+1 (and that of s i+2 also) in each round is uniformly at random in the different i + 1 positions of T i−2 that includes i elements. Thus the overall average complexity is a simple sum of the average complexity of each round.
We first make an analysis of 2Merge. Note that 2Merge uses RHBS which stands for RightHeavy Binary Search. Note that the number, say q, of comparisons to insert A into a sequence T = (t 1 , . . . t i ) is q 0 = lg(i + 1) − 1 or q 0 + 1 if we use the standard binary search. The feature of RHBS is that if q = q 0 + 1 for some A, then q = q 0 + 1 for any A such that A > A, in other words, the number of comparisons is monotone. This is easily realized by selecting t d (to be compared with A) in each recursion phase such that either the number of T 's elements that is smaller than t d or the number of those that is larger than t d be (a power of two)−1. Suppose for instance 8 ≤ i ≤ 15. Then if i is 11 or less, then the first comparison is with t 4 and if i is 12 or more, then the first comparison is with t i−7 . There would be no merit of this structure if the position of A is uniformly distributed. However, if small A's are more likely than large A's, there is an obvious advantage and that provides a real merit in 2Merge. Notice that even if our improvement in each step is a small constant, something like 0.1, that constant significantly affect the value of our constant factor of the linear term.
In
Step 2, we determine the range of the smaller element A. If the condition there (A < t α(r)i ) is met for r = 1, then the range is (t 1 , . . . ,
In general, the range is (t α(r−1)i +1 , . . . , t α(r)i −1 ) for an integer r ≥ 1, and we wish to compute the average complexity of Step 3, i.e., the average number of comparisons to insert A into this range. Here we have two technical issues: (i) We introduce a parameter w r and let w r := ( √ 2 − 1)2 −r/2 i. Note that w r is somehow related to the size of the above range but it may not be integral. The idea is that the complexity does not differ significantly if the size of the range differs by a small constant and approximating the size by w r makes our job much easier. (ii) Although the positions of A and B are uniformly at random, we now know that A < B. Therefore the probability that A falls between t −1 and t under the condition that A < B is (i − )/ i 2 . We also extend the definition of p x = x 2 lg x for a noninteger x. Lemma 1. Suppose that A is to be inserted to (t α(r−1)i +1 , . . . , t α(r)i −1 ) for an even i. Then 2Merge requires
comparisons on average at Step 3. Furthermore, the expected value of A(r) is
where
See Section 2.1 for the proof. Now we are going to Step 4 to insert B and here is our analysis (see Section 2.2 for its proof).
Lemma 2. For an even i, 2Merge requires
comparisons on average at Step 4.
The entire complexity of 2Merge is the sum of these two quantities in Lemmas 1 and 2 and another two values; (+1) for comparing A and B at Step 1 and the one for the expected number of comparisons in Step 2 that is 2 ± O(1/i) (see Appendix A). Thus the complexity of 2Merge is
where (T(i) is equation (4))
Since this is the complexity for inserting two elements, the complexity for a single insertion can be regarded as a half of it, or
It then turns out that by comparing this value with (1) of the BinaryInsertion, 2Merge is better than BinaryInsertion for 0.5511 < p i < 0.888. (Note that this range is obtained by a numerical calculation.) Thus we use 2Merge for this range of p i and RHBS for the other range. In summary our one step complexity is
By simple calculation, this is rewritten by
Now by using the trapezoidal rule, we have
and the following theorem. (See Appendix B for details.) Theorem 1. The complexity of (1,2)Insertion is at most n lg n − 1.40118n.
Proof of Lemma 1
We first prove formula (3) . By the assumption of the lemma, we call RHBS(A, (t 1 +1 , . . . , t 2 −1 )), where 1 = (1 − 2 −(r−1)/2 )i and 2 = (1 − 2 −r/2 )i . For an integer , let E denote the event that A falls between t −1 and t . Also F denotes the event that A is inserted between t 1 and t 2 , namely F =
, we have
Let k = 2 lg w −w. By its monotonicity, RHBS requires lg w −1 comparisons if t 1 < A < t 1 +k , and requires lg w comparisons otherwise. Therefore, the average number of comparisons is lg w − 1 +k
, we need to calculate the summation
w·z . Observing that k/w = 1/p w − 1, we have
Since 1 = (1 − 2 −(r−1)/2 )i and 2 = (1 − 2 −r/2 )i . we have w = 2 −r/2 ( √ 2 − 1)i ± 1 and z = 2 −r/2 ( √ 2 + 1)i ± 1. Observe the value w z is close to 3 − 2 √ 2, in fact the difference is bounded as
Therefore, because k/w = 1/p w − 1 and
Thus, the average number of comparisons is
As mentioned before the statement of the lemma, we wish to replace lg w by lg w r , since there is no obvious way of treating the ceiling of the former that includes another ceilings for w. Now, recall that w r = 2 −r/2 ( √ 2 − 1)i and p r = wr 2 lg wr . We show that it is possible to simply replace lg w by lg w r almost as it is: (i) If lg w = lg w r holds, then because | .
(ii) Otherwise suppose that lg w = lg w r . Since |w − w r | < 1 and w is an integer, w must be a power of two and lg w r must be lg w + 1. It then follows that p w = 1 and we can write that 1/p r = 2 − , where | | = 2|wr−w| wr
Substituting lg w r = lg w + 1 and 1/p r = 2 − , (3) becomes
Therefore (10) i.e., the value we want to obtain can be replaced by (3) with the error term. Thus the former part of lemma is proved.
For formula (4) 
Also, for any value x and integer m, we have
We have the following lemmas about the expected values of r/2 and r/2 . (See Appendix C for the proof.)
This lemma implies
Similarly, we can obtain the expected value of 1/p r and 1/p 2 r as follows. (See Appendix D for the proof.) Lemma 4.
.
Adding all those values, we can obtain (4) and the lemma is proved. 
where we used
2 for the third equation. Next, we calculate the second sum:
Therefore,
Since i is even,
, which completes the proof.
Improvement of 2Merge
As mentioned before, the value of α(r) is selected based on the observation that (1) the probability that A falls in the left part of T should be close to 1/2 and (2) the length of the left part for r = 1 (which seems more important than other less happening cases for r ≥ 2) should be close to a power of two. The previous selection is perfect in terms of (1) but is not in terms of (2) since Algorithm 4 (1,2)Insertion*(S) Input: A (unsorted) sequence S = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ), where n is even. Output: Sorted sequence
Step 2: Sort S = (s 1 , ..., s n−2 ) by (1,2)Insertion* to obtain T .
Step 3: If p n ∈ Step 2. Define α(r, p i ) as Equation (11) . For r = 1, 2, . . . , up to 2 lg i, compare A with t α(r)i and go to Step 3 if A < t α(r)i .
Step 4. Insert B to (t +1 , . . . , t i−2 ) using RHBS. α(r) does not depend on the length i of T . In this section, we put a priority to (2) by setting
(r = 2k − 1 and
Note that it now depends on i and it turns out that if A falls into the left part of T for r = 1, then the length of the left part is exactly a power of two for any i when p i ∈ (3/4, 1]. Note that for even r, α(r, p i ) is the same as the previous α(r).
We denote the modified 2Merge as 2Merge * and the whole sorting algorithm as (1,2)Insertion * . (See Algorithm) Our analysis, having two cases for p i ≥ 3/4 and p i < 3/4, is more involved but we can obtain the average number of comparisons for a single step is
As with the previous section, comparing this value with (1), 2Merge * is better than the binary insertion for p i ∈ 12 . (Note that we did not use numerical analysis this time.) Then, one step complexity of (1,2)Insertion * is 
and can obtain the following theorem. (See Appendix E for details.) Theorem 2. The complexity of (1,2)Insertion * is at most n lg n − 1.4034n.
We conducted an experiment for 2Merge * . See Appendix F. We prepare sequences N = (1, 2, . . . , n) for n up to 2 12 = 2046. Then two elements I 1 and I 2 are selected from N and they are inserted into N − {I 1 , I 2 } using 2Merge * . We take the average for the number of comparisons for all possible pairs of I 1 and I 2 . As one can see the result matches the analysis very well. We also did a similar experiment for 2Merge. The result is very close and the difference is not visible in such a graph.
Combination with MergeInsertion
See Fig. 1 , which illustrates the performance of (1,2)Insertion, (1,2)Insertion * , and MergeInsertion [2] for the value of p n . As one can see, MergeInsertion is way better than our algorithms in a certain range of p n . In fact, due to [3, page 389], its best case happens for n = for an integer k, achieving a complexity of n lg n − (3 − lg 3)n + O(lg n) ≈ n lg n − 1.415n + O(lg n). This best case can be easily included into our (1,2)Insertion * , as follows (see Algorithm 4):
Suppose that our input satisfies p n ≥ 2/3. Then we select the largest k such that n :=
Then we sort the first n elements by MergeInsertion. After that the remaining elements are inserted by (1,2)Insertion * . Since n = 2n 3pn as mentioned above, the complexity of MergeInsertion for that size is n lg n − (3 − lg 3)n = n lg n − 4 3p n n and the additional comparisons in (1,2)Insertion * cost is
Summing up these two quantities, we have
We can use exactly the same approach for the case that p n ≤ 2/3. It turns out however that the combined approach is worse than MergeInsertion itself for 0.638 ≤ p n ≤ 2/3. So it is better to use only MergeInsertion for this range. See Fig. 1 for the overall performance of the combined algorithm. Theorem 3. The complexity of the combined algorithm is n lg n − 1.41064n.
Algorithm 6 Combination(S)
Input: A (unsorted) sequence S = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ), where n is even. Output: Sorted sequence
Step 1: If p n ≥ 2/3, then let n := 2n 3pn . Otherwise, let n := n 3pn .
Step 2: Sort S = (s 1 , ..., s n ) by the MergeInsertion sort to obtain T .
Step 3: For i = n + 2, n + 4, . . . , n, if p i ∈ 
Final Remarks
There is the wide agreement in the community that the information-theoretic lower bound (= −1.4427) cannot be achieved by a specific sorting algorithm; to prove or disprove it is a big open question. Anyway, our upper bound for the average case seems quite close to the lower bound. So attacking the worst case using the ideas in this paper may be more promising.
Appendix

A Expected Number of Comparisons in Step 2
Let F r be the event that t α(r−1)·i < A < t α(r)·i holds similar to F in Section 2.1. Recall that
, where w = w r ± 1, z = 2 −r/2 ( √ 2 + 1)i ± 1.
Then it turns out that Pr[F r ] is close to 2 −r/2 with an error term O 1 2 r/2 i , in fact,
holds. This implies that the expected value of r, i.e., the number of comparisons at Step 2 is
B Detailed Analysis for Theorem 1
Theorem 1 is due to the following facts: Proposition 1. For any integers n and n such that 2 m−1 ≤ n < n ≤ 2 m hold and the
Proof. We use the trapezoidal rule: For real values a and b, an integer N , we have
which means (12).
Proposition 2. For any integer n and the function f (x) :
holds.
Proof. Applying Proposition 1,
C Expected values of r/2 and r/2
For an integer r, recall that F r is the event that
Step 2 requires r comparisons. Also note that
We ignore the ±O 
For each odd r term, r/2 · 2 −r = r−1 2 2 −(r−1) · 2 −1 . This means that the sum of odd terms is a half of the sum of even ones. Thus, if Pr[F r ] = 2 −r , then
holds. The error term O 
D Expected Values of
First, we give the expected value of 1/p r . As with the proof of Lemma 3, let us suppose that Pr[F r ] is exactly 2 −r . Our goal is to obtain E [2 − r/2 +r/2 ] = 2 lg i r=1 2 − r/2 −r/2 . Considering the sum of even terms, we have
For odd r, 2 − r/2 −r/2 = 2 −(r+1)+3/2 holds. This means that the sum of odd terms is 2 √ 2 times as the sum of even ones. Then, we have
Moreover, the error term is
and when
Considering E [2 − r/2 +r/2 ] = 2 lg i r=1 2 − r/2 −r/2 , the difference from the 'floor' case is that the sum of odd terms is √ 2 times the sum of even ones. Then, we have
and when 
It turns follows that when p ∈ (1/2, (1 + √ 2)/4]
2 lg i r=1 2 − r/2 , the difference from 'floor' case is that the sum of odd terms is the same as the sum of even ones. Then, we have
which completes the proof.
E Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we give the average number of comparisons that 2Merge * requires at Step 2 and
Step 3. There are two cases:(i) p i ∈ (3/4, 1] and (ii) p i ∈ (1/2, 3/4].
E.1 Case I: p i ∈ (3/4, 1]
Our goal is to show that the average number of comparisons for insertion of A is
If
Step 2 has made r comparisons, we call RHBS(A, t α(r−1)i +1 , ..., t α(r)i −1 ). We denote by w r the number of candidate positions for insertion, that is, w r = α(r, p i )i − α(r − 1, p i )i .
For the case of r = 2k − 1, because w 2k−1 = α(r, p i )i − α(r − 1, p i )i ± 1 = 2 lg i −k−1 ± 1 and w 2k−1 is an integer, we have w 2k−1 = i p i ·2 k+1 = 2 lg i −k−1 . Since w 2k−1 is the power of two, RHBS requires lg i − k − 1 comparisons.
For the case of r = 2k, we have
The value lg w 2k is obviously lg i − k − 2 or lg i − k − 1. Let us denote i = 3 · 2 lg i −2 + β, where β ∈ [1, 2 lg i −2 ]. Then, we also have
Therefore, w 2k = 2 lg i −k−2 , that is, lg w 2k = lg i − k − 2 if β < 2 k−1 , and lg w 2k = lg i − k − 1 otherwise. When lg w 2k = lg i − k − 1, we have 2 lg w 2k w 2k = 2 lg i −k−1
and when lg w 2k = lg i − k − 2, we have
Let z r = 2i − α(r − 1, p i ) · i − α(r, p i ) · i − 1. Since z 2k = 2 lg i −k−1 · (6p i − 1) ± 1, we have
As the proof of Lemma 1, the average number of comparisons that RHBS requires for the case of r = 2k is ∆(2k) = lg w 2k − 2 lg w 2k w 2k − 1 · 1 + 2 − 2 lg w 2k w 2k · w 2k z 2k .
When lg w 2k = lg i − k − 1,
When lg w 2k = lg i − k − 2, i < 3 · 2 lg i −2 + 2 k−1 holds. Then, p i = 
